Physical Characteristics

- Eyes are green
- Excellent sense of smell
- Fur is black
- The hair is short
- Measures 1 meter
- Weigh 91 kilograms
- Measure 2.7 meters
Cub
• the cub lives in a den till they are 2 years old.

Young black panthers
• Learn to hunt.

Adult panther
• lives alone and can reproduce.

death
Reproduction

- Viviparous
- Mating: at any time
- Female: at 2 years
- Male: at 3 years
- Birth: once every 2 years
- 3-6 cubs per litter
- Gestation period: 90-105 days
Adaptation

• Travel 40 km in 1 night
• Hunt alone
• Jump 4.5 m tall
• Sharp teeth to catch large preys
• Muscular bodies to defend themselves
Habitat

- jungle
- forest
- Country side
What do they eat?

- They are omnivores (mainly carnivore only omnivore on diet).
- Diet: deer, birds, lizards, beetles and fruit.
- Is predator: for many animals.
- They are prey: to lions, tigers, pythons and crocodiles.
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